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ABSTRACT

The paper touches upon the issues of NPP safety ensuring at the stage of fuel load design and
operation by applying special limitations for a series of parameters, that is, design limits. Two
following approaches are compared: the one used by west specialists for the PWR reactor and
the Russian approach employed for the VVER reactor. The closeness of approaches is
established, differences that are mainly peculiarities of terms are noted.

Reverting to the matter discussed earlier at the AER meeting [1,2] is determined by the desire
of the authors to demonstrate once more general principles guiding Russian specialists on
justifying safety of the VVER reactor fuel cycles and to compare those with "western"
approaches used for the PWR reactor.

Before the direct presentation it may be noted that the level of W E R safety ensuring as a
whole quite conforms to the level of PWR safety ensuring. This was concluded more that
once in the IAEA working groups on the appropriate comparison and during the compliance
assessment of AES-92 VVER-1000 project to EUR. Let us also note that in spite of a long-
term cooperation of specialists and their efforts to bring approaches together, a series of issues
remains unexplained. In addition to ordinary aspects impeding this transfer, there are two
more circumstances: a) apparently, west firms try to keep the confidentiality of then-
approaches and do not make their recommendations specifically; b) both parties involve
highly-qualified specialists used to their own logic and terminology. They state their
approaches in their own logic often not understanding that it is difficult for the other party to
comprehend their explanations.

So, the Russian approach to assure the safety:

General regulations according to which NPPs must be built and operated pertain to the NPP
Safety Concept. The Concept basic provisions are defined in regulatory documents issued by
the government institutions of the country in which the NPP is operated. The Russian Safety
Concept is formulated in documents [3-7] and meets the IAEA appropriate recommendations
[8-12]. According to this Concept, the NPP may be in one of four fundamentally possible
conditions (modes):
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- The mode of NO (the normal operation) involves the process of electric energy
generation and all other regular situations including the equipment adjustment
and testing, planned precautionary maintenance, shutdowns, and so on;

- The mode of Anticipated operational occurrences (AOO). The AOO probability
is estimated as 10"2 1/reactor-year or oftener;

- The mode DBA (Design Basis Accident), that is, the accident for which the
initial events are defined in the detail design as well as the course of the accident
process and the final conditions in which the NPP and environments turn out to
be after the accident. The DBA probability is estimated as (10~2 -̂ 10"4) 1/reactor-
year;

- The mode BDBA (Beyond the Design Basis Accident), that is, the accident
caused by the initial event not considered in DBA or proceeding not in the way
modeled in the detailed design. The BDBA probability is estimated as (10'5 4-10"
8) 1/reactor-year.

For each of mentioned NPP conditions, quantitative Safety Criteria (SC) are determined:
criteria characterizing the condition of barriers in the path of possible radioactivity spread and
radiation criteria. Thus, SC determine conditions of a fuel matrix, of fuel element claddings
(the temperature and heat exchange condition), admissible percent of depressurization of fuel
elements, a coolant admissible leakages from the first loop and admissible pressure increase.
Radiation criteria determine admissible levels of radiation exposure for the operating staff and
population in the NPP vicinity.

As it was mentioned above, SC are defined in ref. [3-7] and brought together in ref. [13]. SC
must be complied with in the course of design and operation. At the same time, SC constant
direct check is quite labor-consuming. Therefore, SC are complied with by the justification of
the transfer to other limitations, that is, to design limits (DLs) the observance of which (by the
implication of their introduction) is quite sufficient to comply with SC. Some DLs do not
coincide with SC, other controlled indirectly. Also DLs include number of parameters that are
used to insure correctness of the calculation results.

DLs application prescribes the choice of materials and design choices for a fuel element, fuel
assembly (FA) and reactor as a whole. They contain strength, chemical, radiation limits and,
finally, purely reactor limits providing for the opportunity to organize the designed course of
fission energy production and transformation. The report discusses a part of DLs typical of
the chosen fuel cycle (DLFCs) that is determined by the composition and design of used FAs,
location of FAs in the core and by the designated operation modes. DLFCs limit the
admissible values of the reactor parameters both on designing in the course of the calculation
modeling of the design facility operation modes and in the course of operation by the
measurement control and calculation of the actual operation modes.

DLFCs are divided into two categories: operating limits (OLs) and safe operation limits
(SOLs). OLs include Normal Operating Limits (NOLs) and set points of preventive and
technological protections and interlocks, and also set points of signalization. OLs are
intended to provide for safe operation and not to allow achieving the set points actuating
emergency systems as well as to provide for their readiness and efficiency for the
performance of necessary functions in the case of an accident. SLs represent the limits in the
change of parameters for which it has been proved that the NPP operation is safe. They
express the last boundary of safe conditions.
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The range of parameters limited by OLs and SOLs is determined by the reactor facility design
but, basically, this range of parameters has been developed and tested in the course of a many-
year successful VVER operation.

If any parameter is limited both by OLs and SOLs then the difference is in the level of limits
and in the response of the reactor control and protection system to the signals of the parameter
approaching the limiting value (directly in the course of operation or in the course of design
modeling).

The sufficiency of DLFCs chosen set to comply with SC is checked in the PSAR and FSAR.
This justification is performed assuming that on NO and on the start (beginning) of EMNO
the reactor parameters take on unfavourable values that are limitary possible for this condition
but (for the parameters bounded above) do not exceed these values. The implementation of
design limits in the course of designing is provided for by taking into account possible errors
in calculation codes, deviations in compositions and dimensions of a fuel compound from the
designed ones as well as by deviations of the reactor integral characteristics (power, coolant
characteristics, pressure) from the rated ones. The mentioned errors are taken into account by
the calculated safety factor K™'a

c
rgill(x). The calculated value of the parameter xCTfcmust

xDLFC

satisfy the relationship xcalc < Xc^it - —^-— .
Kmargm

In this case it is assumed that the measured value of the parameter x'"eas must satisfy the
^DLFC

similar relationship xmeas < X™,™, = —mem , where K'^jn(x) takes into account the error in
K

ma gin

the measurements and in their processing.

Thus, the admissible values of parameters are determined and with it, the "protection set
points", including emergency protection (EP), preventive protection, technological
protections and interlocks. The set points, that is, the values of parameters at which the reactor
protective systems are actuated not to violate the limit differ from the admissible values by
the value Af x) with the help of which the delay in the operator response or the delay in the
actuation of blocking systems are compensated. In addition to the protection set points, the
reactor facility operation is provided for by a series of "signaling set points" some of which
may coincide with the protection settings. The signaling settings control the reactor operation
at nominal parameters to provide for the pre-set power level (it is clear that nominal
parameters may be obtained when a series of parameters do not achieve limiting values).

The stated above procedures for taking into account errors and for the compensation of delay
in the response of the reactor control and protection system are employed for the
implementation of both OLs and SOLs. Fig.l presents the graphic illustration of development
and employment of OLs and SOLs by the example of typical cases of the normal operation
(NO) failure.

The west approach to the PWR safety ensuring is given in ref. [11]. Section 1.3 of this paper
presents the following definitions:

Generally, the safety of nuclear installations is assured through a deterministic
approach, based on the principles of defence-in-depth, and through probabilistic
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safety assessments. Regarding NPPs, the international agreement on the more
detailed approach to be followed is contained in the Safety Guide on Safety
Assessment and Verification for Nuclear Power Plants. The complementary nature
of the deterministic and probabilistic approaches is also described in this guide.

Two different types of fuel safety related criteria exist:
(1) requirements (general, qualitative), and
(2) limits (quantitative)

Basically, all fuel safety related criteria are derived from the requirements as per
the atomic law in the various countries, where dose rate limits are specified to limit
the effects of radiation on the general public. Usually there are various different
dose rate limits specified, the level of which depends on the likelihood (frequency)
of the plant reaching a condition in which radiation may be released. Such plant
conditions (Conditions I, II, III and IV), categorized according to frequency of
occurrence, are defined in e.g. Appendix A of ANSI/ANS-57.5.-1996. These
conditions correspond to the three categories as defined in the above mentioned
IAEA safety guide.
Category 3 includes accident conditions III and IV.

These dose rate limits are logically translated into qualitative fuel failure
requirements: "no " fuel failures for Condition I and II events, a small (limited)
number of localized fuel failures for Condition III events, whereas for Condition IV
(Design Basis Accidents) a larger number of fuel failures is allowed without
endangering core coolability/control rod insertability. These qualitative
requirements are again translated into quantitative safety criteria (=limits), which
ultimately have to be met for fuel and core design and plant operation.

Figure 2 illustrates this process of criteria (requirements/limits) definition. It is
convenient to divide fuel safety related criteria into three categories:
(A) safety criteria
(B) operational criteria
(C) design criteria.

The (A) category includes all safety criteria imposed by the regulator, covering the
licensing and design basis of the reactor. These criteria, most of which pertain to
transient and accident conditions, have to be met at all times.
The (B) category includes operational criteria, some of which are derived from
Category A, and others that are added for better coverage of normal operation and
more frequent operational occurrences. These limits, many of which are specific to
the fuel design and are provided by the fuel vendor as part of the licensing basis,
are also mostly approved by the regulator (after appropriate safety evaluation.)
The (C) category includes design limits that for the most part have not been
approved by the regulator. They are part of the design basis for the fuel with the
aim to be able to meet the (A) or (B) category criteria.

These three categories are represented in Figure 3. Tables I-III show the criteria in
each of the three categories.
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TABLE I. SAFETY CRITERIA
:
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TABLE 11. OPERATIONAL CRITERIA
Criterion OEfDrcf (Tablet)

mm A 3,4,3.5

TABLE HI. DESIGN CRITERIA

Fig. 2 taken from [11] that follows Fig. 1 in many respects may also serve as an illustration
for the approach to safety justification proposed by the IAEA.

Finally, let us note the difference in the Russian and west approaches to the NPP safety
justification. It is assumed that "criteria" and "limits" are equivalent in our consideration.

First of all, the west approach proposes the separation of limits into Safety limits, Operating
limits Design limits in order to divide parameters into three groups and only then to limit the
measurements of those in the course of designing or operation. Really, one and the same
parameter DNB given in Tables I, II and III from [11] is repeated in Safety limits and Design
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limits. In the Russian approach, one and the same parameter has more often three numerical
limitations, that in translation are Safety limit, Operating limit and Design limit.
The term Design limit designates the limitation for the parameter numerical value in the

. Operating limit(x) NOL(x)
calculation modeling, in this case Design limit = — =

KmargJx) Kmmm(x)
For illustration, the following limits were accepted in one of the VVER-440 designs

For the reactor integral power:
Design limit = 100%;
Operating limit = 104%;
Safety limit=(l 10+112)%.

For linear heat rate:
Operating limit = 325 (W/cm);

325
Design limit = «280 (W/cm);

Km,r •
margin

Safety limit =350 (W/cm).

The western term 'Safety limit' and the term used in the Russian practice, Safety limit as a
part of Safety operational limits, should not be also equated. Western 'Safety limit' is not
achieved at the rated operation modes while the 'Russian Safety limit' may be achieved and
even exceeded. For example, in the case of the reactivity initiated accident, the reactor power
determined by the fuel nuclei fission may exceed 112%, however, the Doppler effect and
actuation of the emergency protection system provide for the conditions under which power
transferred to the coolant and the temperature of FE claddings will insignificantly exceed the
rated (nominal) values.

West Safety limits actually resemble Russian fundamental Safety Criteria or General Design
Criteria (GDC).

Finally, let us pay attention to Safety margin factors. It is not clear from Figures 2 which
coefficients (if any) are used to obtain the mentioned above limits if they bound one and the
same parameter. Let us also note that generally the issues of the choice principles and of the
methods for the estimate of margin factors are touched upon in the IAEA recommendations
poorly. In the meantime, it would be rather well to give recommendations on the issue of
which must be the probability to avoid reaching the design limit on using margin factors
(principle 3a, 2a, 1.64a). In what way are possible methodical and mechanical errors to be
taken into account (to be added up?) simultaneously?

A separate issue that may rouse alternative versions is a frequently met requirement to
determine DNB with the probability of 95% and confidence interval of 95%. We would Like
to have explanations in what way these characteristics must be provided for. Should the same
probability interval estimation be provided for the reactor other parameters?

Generally speaking, we would like to have the IAEA recommendations in a more specified
form.

At present, the Russian party performs the work on the approximation of approaches
discussed herein, in particular, on the terminology unification.
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Figure 1. Illustration to the Russian approach on Operating Limit and Safety Operating Limit

(1) — normal transient modes. The avoidance of reaching the normal operation
limit is provided for by the personnel activity, the operation of the power unit
control devices and of the necessary blocking systems in accordance with the
accepted level of the power unit automation

(2) - modes with a failure in the operation normal conditions. The avoidance of
reaching setting of SS actuation is as a rule provided for by the limitation
functions (EP [as a function of limitation in individual parameters])

(3) — modes with a failure in the normal operation including design basis
accidents. The avoidance of reaching the safety limit is provided for by SS
operation including EP (as a protection function)

(4) — accidents beyond the design basis
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Radiation protection
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Figure. 2. Process of criteria (requirements/limits) definition (from [10]).
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Figure. 3. Categories of fuel safety related criteria (from [10]).
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Figure 4. Interrelationship between a safety limit, a safety system setting and an operational
limits (from [10])
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